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Discussion Points Regarding ?The Qing Dynasty?s Collections?  
Around the Time of the ?Beijing Coup? in 1924?:  
An Analysis of Editorials by ?The Shun Tian Times?
Pihui Chang
The purpose of this paper is to examine how the governments of Beijing and Japan respectively be-
came involved in the struggle over ownership of the ?The Qing Dynasty?s Collections? during the period 
from the Xinhai Revolution until the establishment of the National Palace Museum in 1925. This is the 
period when the two forces in China, i.e. the Beijing government and the Qing Dynasty were also strug-
gling over the same ownership. The purpose is also to shine light on the speculations behind the policy of 
the Japanese Government on ?The Qing Dynasty?s Collections? and the formulation of government poli-
cy at that time. In order to complete the task, the author analyzed editorials of ?The Shun Tian Times?, 
?the Chinese language newspaper published in Beijing at the time?, whilst using records held by the 
Japan Ministry of Foreign Affairs as a point of reference. In the resulting analysis of ?The Qing Dynasty?s 
Collections?, featuring in the ?The Shun Tian Times?, the author discovered the following two aspects 
characteristic of the editorials: ?1? China?s inferiority and Japan?s superiority in the ?preservation of an-
tiquities?; ?2? The responsibility of protecting the ?The Qing Dynasty?s Collections? did not lie with 
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?? ???????? ???????? ?? ????
1 1913.06.07 ?? .05.03 3430 ?????
2 1914.06.15 ?? .05.22 3787 ??????
3 1914.10.03 ?? .08.14 3897 ????
4-1 1915.06.29 ?? .05.17 4154 ???????????
4-2 1915.06.30 ?? .05.18 4155 ???????????
5 1916.02.29 ?? .01.27 4387 ????????
??????????? 2? 23???????
6 1916.11.07 ?? .10.12 4636 ???????
7 1921.07.02 ?? .05.27 6250 ?????????
8 1923.07.27 ?? .06.14 6966 ??????????
9 1923.09.14 ?? .08.04 7014 ????????
10 1924.11.11 ?? .10.15 7419 ????????????????
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?? ??? ?? ????
1923.03.25 ?? .02.09 6845 ????????
1923.08.11 ?? .06.29 6981 ???????????
1924.02.15 ?? .01.11 7154 ?????????????
1924.02.16 ?? .01.12 7155 ??????????
1924.03.03 ?? .01.28 7171 ???? ?????????????
1924.04.04 ?? .03.01. 7203 ????????????????????????
1924.04.15 ?? .03.12 7213 ??????????????
1924.05.06 ?? .04.03 7234 ???????????????
1924.05.17 ?? .04.03. 7245 ?????????? ?????????
1925.03.12 ?? .01.18 7528 ???????????
1925.10.07 ?? .07.20 7733 ????????????? :????????????
1925.10.12 ?? .07.25 7737 ???? ???????????
1925.10.15 ?? .07.28 7740 ???????????
?4?1924???????
????????????????????????????????????????????
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